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BRUCE CLARKE 

(South Africa / United Kingdom, 1959) 

 

Visual artist and photographer, Bruce Clarke was born in London in 1959 from South African parents. 

He now lives in France. 

 

It was at the Fine Arts School at Leeds University in the 1980’s that he was initiated to the Art & 

Language movement around Michael Baldwin, David Bainbridge, Terry Atkinson, Harold Hurrell. In 

the wake of these pioneering conceptual artists, Clarke’s work engages with contemporary history, 

the writing and transmission of this history and hopes to stimulate thought on the contemporary 

world and its representations. Deeply anchored in a school of critical figuration, his artistic research 

integrates codes finally to use them to criticise and demystify structures of power and injustice. 

 

Bruce Clarke became politically and artistically engaged in the struggle for change in South Africa 

during the period of apartheid. In parallel he followed the evolution of the situation in Rwanda and 

the planned and proclaimed genocide, participating in the creation of a collective for solidarity with 

the Rwandese people. It was whilst doing a photo reportage in Rwanda for this collective in the days 

following the end of the genocide that he realised the importance of art in the process of the 

conservation of memory and the writing of history. A few years later he started to work on the creation 

of a memorial site near Kigali, the Garden of Memory, a monumental installation project on-going 

since 2000, in close collaboration with survivors’ families, civil society associations and the Rwandese 

institutions as well as UNESCO. He later worked on a large-scale mural project for the 20th 

commemoration of the genocide in Rwanda entitled Upright Men in Rwanda and elsewhere in the 

world (Ouidah, Geneva, Lausanne, Brussels, Paris, Montreal etc…) 

 

As resident artist invited by the Conseil Général de Guadeloupe (French Caribbean), he produced an 

exhibition Fragments of tomorrow’s History relating the link between the slave trade, colonialism and 

globalisation.  Collaborator in the Lille based Fest-Africa organisation’s project on Rwanda: Write, Film, 

Paint in Memory, he has also worked with the Afrika Cultural Centre in Johannesburg and led visual 

arts workshops in South Africa, Ethiopia, Rwanda, Benin, Tanzania, Zambia and France. In 2006 he 

published Dominations with Editions Homnisphères and in 2016 Fantômes de la Mer with ARTCO. 

 

As a photographer, he has published photo reports on South Africa, the reconstruction of Rwanda, 

the return of Liberian refugees and Palestine. His work has been exhibited in Europe, in Africa and the 

United States. 

https://www.uprightmen.org/
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EXHIBITION – SEPTEMBER 1st to NOVEMBER 30th, 2018 

BRUCE CLARKE – BIRTH OF AN ICON 

 

I met Bruce Clarke by chance. He was standing in a moving bus in Dakar. We were both about to fly 

back to Brussels. Our brief chat informed me that Bruce was coming back from the island of Gorée, 

where he was showing his life-size works of Sea Ghosts. This travelling series of paintings by Clarke is 

foremost a homage to the political and economic refugees who fall victim to trans-Mediterranean 

human trafficking. Men and women are painted into the water; Clarke artistically merging their body 

and soul with the sea that claimed them, forever. Although I missed the exhibition at that time, I 

discovered it later, on the artist’s website, and could not help but noticing the disturbing echo with 

Gorée’s darkest history. The island was once a very active hub for the trans-Atlantic slave trade, mostly 

from the XVIIth - XIXth Century. In some way we are all witnesses of the human drama going on every 

day all over the planet and while most of us stay fatalistically on the sidelines, many men, women and 

children are actively trying to better things, for themselves and for others. Bruce Clarke is one of them. 

Without label, I would consider him to be an activist artist, moved by a soul and a spirit that he 

translates into artistic gesture and shares with passion.  

Months later I asked Bruce if he would want to create paintings for this exhibition, to narrate a visual 

story with his most recent work. What surfaced was a triangle of the human condition, a sort of 

philosophical questioning of what makes us who we are. And although this combination of three series 

of paintings offers some answers, it rather raises more questions, engaging the viewer’s subjective 

reading of the visual narration, and hopefully debate and sharing. For only through engaging into 

thoughtful communication can such world issues (as migration, resistance, genocide…) be deciphered 

and perhaps healed and prevented. 

Such engaging reactions to works of art could seem abstract and blurry to many but Clarke’s murals 

and installations of his works in public spaces leaves no viewer idle. His visual style is solidly figurative, 

thus championing its subject matter. A second visual layer revolves around the use of language, 

extracted from real news titles and written media coverage of current affairs mostly, deeply anchoring 

each series of paintings into its own time, sometimes more, sometimes less. The third dimension of 

his art as I see it is color. Notably, his remarkable orange that I personally associate with fire, the fire 

of the heart, the fire of the mind, the fire that needs to spread for things to change. 

This Fire, Bruce talks about it in his gripping portrait of Angela Davis, which he titled after James 

Baldwin’s novel The Fire Next Time. Perhaps it is interesting to start with her Icon (from the 8 Icons 

Series paintings in our show) as she is the only one of them still living. The other human beings he 

portrays, who became Icons through their actions and ideas, now mostly live on through the spectrum 

of their very icons. Angela Davis, like nearly all others in this series of Clarke, was an outcast, an 

undesired, a hunted exile. These icons that we so often look up to in order to illustrate or emulate 

ideals of human resolve, of revolutionary spirit against injustice, these “modern martyrs”, were once 

outcasts, non grata, forced into exile, retreat, imprisonment or crime before society selectively altered 

its view of what they stood for. 

Clarke’s other portraits of Mandela, Devi, Sankara, Fanon, Lumumba, Pankhurst, Michel and 

Louverture have in common their proportional iconic frontality as if filmed by the same lens, while in 

reality their lives were uniquely different, yet icons are often pantheonized according to History’s 

fragmentary standardization of the truth. As much as we long to be told tales of the prevailing of 

justice, each of the struggles that brought justice were and are in fact unique journeys, most personal 

https://bruce-clarke.com/index.php?album=fantomes-de-la-mer
http://kloserart.com/works%20on%20show/The%20Fire%20Next%20Time.html
http://kloserart.com/works%20on%20show/Embargo%20on%20History.html
http://kloserart.com/works%20on%20show/Volatile%20Presence.html
http://kloserart.com/works%20on%20show/What%20is%20Independence.html
http://kloserart.com/works%20on%20show/Ghosts%20of%20History.html
http://kloserart.com/works%20on%20show/Back%20Here.html
http://kloserart.com/works%20on%20show/Only%20the%20Lonely.html
http://kloserart.com/works%20on%20show/Rage%20Machine.html
http://kloserart.com/works%20on%20show/The%20Obedient%20Nigger%20is%20a%20Myth.html
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and complex. For me, Clarke’s seemingly uniform formal approach of these Icons is an invitation to 

look deeper into who they were and what they stood for, to dive into the literature extracts in their 

background and the washed-out images hiding in their shadows. 

Discovering that first series led me to question who these people were before they became activists 

and revolutionaries? How did their intent form and why? In common, our icons travelled around, by 

will or by force, and moving has always been a trigger for thinking outside of the box. The grass is 

certainly not always greener elsewhere but there is greatness everywhere and there are other models 

that we can learn from to help our societies at home - a sort of societal biodiversity that has been vital 

to our species’ survival. Thousands of migrants reach the European shores every year, in hope of a 

better future. This ongoing phenomenon that has been peaking again this last decade has exacerbated 

political divide throughout Europe, threatening perhaps the Union’s very existence, while the 

fundamental question has been blinded out by the intestine debate over the migrants. Who are these 

faces coming off the boats? What is the intention of these men walking in our direction? What do 

these women and children want? A better life, sure, but what better life? In Ready for This (2016), 

about 20 men walk towards us, some of them mere shadows. As their faces and the title suggest (a 

title which appears in a dark shadowed newspaper collage in the center), their mind is set on 

something – intent generating movement, after what must have been a heavy choice, to risk all, leave 

everything behind and embrace hope.  

Is it not their intentions rather than the men that scare us? We instinctively fear what we don’t know. 

Without dialogue it goes without saying we’ll never know. Perhaps it is a recurring historical irony that 

our downfall may once again be the result of our stubborn ignorance. What Bruce Clarke proposes 

with this second series dedicated to Migrants is a study of people in movement, both physical and 

intellectual. Each of his group portraits plays with our perception of an undefined human mass in a 

different way, sometimes capturing specific expressions in detail, sometimes blurring them slightly or 

completely to remove our understanding of what these people want. The Migrants Series has been 

one of the artist’s main subjects of research over the past ten years. Human beings have always 

migrated, throughout history, often clashing over territory, water, resources and beliefs. Clarke’s XXIst 

Century artistic study of this phenomenon and his invitation to investigate how many of tomorrow’s 

icons hide in today’s masses is a stimulating approach to elevate the debate. 

The third series is the most recent one in Clarke’s work. Suspensions poetically freezes victims of 

trauma in time and in space. The five suspended full-body portraits shown here make me think of 

prisons of the mind, where people whose lives have been cancelled by war, genocide, rape or torture 

are stuck in a moment they can never escape from. Their existence sometimes continues in parallel. 

They survive on the outside but are trapped on the inside. With his painting titled Sens/Feel, the artist 

depicts the subject in a pose of physical suffering, his hands opened in demand, his facial expression 

almost lost in the shadows. This painting, like others in this series, is reminiscent of a Christian tradition 

of portrayal of the Saints in suffering, in demand of God’s guidance, in need of faith. If their lives have 

become prisons, how to escape? How to be reborn? Perhaps here again, movement is a solution, 

shaking off the ashes of a burned soul to be reborn as someone else, with new beginnings, new 

challenges and a future.  

With such a reading, I can personally connect all three series of paintings into a narrative triangle or 

circle that can lead to more openness of mind and of heart, helping us focus on the win-win rather 

than on the lose-lose to help the icons of tomorrow to be born out of the forced journeys of today. 

Klaus Pas, September 2018 

http://kloserart.com/works%20on%20show/Ready%20for%20This.html
http://kloserart.com/works%20on%20show/Paranoid%20Delusional.html
http://kloserart.com/works%20on%20show/Carrying%20Heavy%20Words.html
http://kloserart.com/works%20on%20show/Feel.html
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The Fire Next Time (Angela Davis) – 2017 – 116 x 89                      Embargo on History (Nelson Mandela) – 2018 – 70 x 50 

 

Ready for This – 2016 – 55 x 90 

 

Feel – 2018 – 116 x 81 

http://kloserart.com/exhibition/index.html
http://kloserart.com/works%20on%20show/Embargo%20on%20History.html
http://kloserart.com/works%20on%20show/Ready%20for%20This.html
http://kloserart.com/works%20on%20show/index.html
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BIRTH OF AN ICON 

(of outcasts and exiles) 

“You’re a nigger too.”  

James Baldwin speaking to Elia Kazan 

 

Angela Davis once banished, hunted down and condemned by the establishment is now revered as an 

iconic intellectual and forceful voice for woman’s rights and black emancipation. She could, just as 

easily have been slain in her youth as her companion, George Jackson was. She was forced into internal 

exile, underground, to survive.  

The line between fame and ignominy is fine. It depends on time; it depends on surviving, on holding 

onto your ideas and your life. And so often involves exile, foreign or local. 

Exceptions exist. Thomas Sankara was cut down early, but his legacy goes on, as does Lumumba’s. 

Their foothold in history remains strong, too strong for their successors to extirpate. 

Had Mandela died in prison, would he be lauded as he is today? 

Famous exiles, migrants, from Einstein to Freud, from Marx to Lenin, Dante to the Dalai Lama, Victor 

Hugo, Louise Michel, or even Seneca found fame and flourished in exile. An idol in exile is far from an 

idle idol. 

Other less well-known migrants build wealth and wisdom, culture and cognisance in foreign lands. In 

August 2018, the Fields prize – the equivalent of the Nobel for mathematicians – was won by an Iranian 

Kurdish refugee who had fled to Britain several years earlier.  

In Syria, Sudan, Somalia, in Eritrea and Turkey, in many other countries, the vital forces of societies 

are massacred and silenced. Forced to flee, humiliated on their journey, dehumanised on their arrival. 

How many, Einsteins or Hugos, how many Steve Jobs or Elia Kazans are amongst them?  

In 1938, at the Conference of Evian – called to discuss the flow of Jewish migrants and attended by 32 

countries - the Dominican Republic, alone, agreed to accept Jewish refugees. Short-term political 

expediency in dealing with the “migrant problem” is not new. A year later, in 1939 the St Louis ocean 

liner made the journey from Hamburg to Cuba with a thousand refugees aboard, mostly Jewish. Under 

pressure from the USA, Cuba refused permission for the passengers to land as of course did the USA 

and Canada. The ship was obliged to return to Europe. A last luxury Caribbean cruise for most of the 

passengers who disappeared into the maelstrom of Nazi occupied Europe. Freud and Einstein, luckily, 

took another ship. 

The migrants who opt to cross the Mediterranean today “by boat” will see the historical irony in the 

voyage of the St Louis. History repeats itself in pathetic farce at enormous human cost. 

Not all migrants become idols in a foreign land, but what idols and migrants have in common is their 

humanity. And what is undeniable is that new blood, new ideas, nourish and nurture us, make us more 

human. 

By bringing together these apparently dissociated themes, Icons and Migration, I attempt to underline 

the way in which seemingly unrelated phenomena in this world can converge giving us a different 
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perspective and understanding of contemporary events. I believe that in the simplicity of stating 

evidences through painting we can better apprehend the world. 

Bruce Clarke, September 2018 

 

 

 

 

TO THE EXHIBITION 

                                                            

ASK FOR PRICE LIST 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bruce Clarke – Running on the Line © Miki Yamanaka 

http://kloserart.com/exhibition/digital%20exhibition.html
http://kloserart.com/exhibition/digital%20exhibition.html
mailto:info@kloserart.com?subject=Please%20send%20me%20the%20Price%20List%20for%20available%20works
mailto:info@kloserart.com?subject=Please%20send%20me%20the%20Price%20List%20for%20available%20works
http://kloserart.com/works%20on%20show/Running%20on%20the%20Line.html
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Selected Exhibitions & Collections 

Solo exhibitions (selection)  

 

2018 Front Line, Espace Anis Gras, Arcueil, France 

2018 Alliance française de Lusaka, Zambie 

2017  Living Memory and Upright Men, Coutances Museum, France 

2016  Sea Ghosts, French Institue, Nouakchott, Mauritania 

2015 Daily Violence, Multimedia centre Lormont, France 

2014 Humanities Gallery Out of Africa, Sitges, Barcelona, Spain 

2014 En toute impunité, Gallery Les Naufragés du Temps, St Malo, France 

2014 Upright Men, Simultaneous exhibitions (Geneva, Lausanne, Paris, Brussels, 

Luxemburg, Kigali, Limoges, Liège…) for the 20th commemoration of genocide 

in Rwanda 

2013 Precarious Lives Gallery Julio Gonzalez, Arceuil, France 

2013  Janus Gallery, Montreux, Switzerland  

2013  M.I.A. Gallery Seattle, United States 

2013 Body and Souls, Grenoble, France, Maison de l’International 

2012 Artium Gallery, Luxemburg 

2012 Fondation Zinsou, Cotonou, Benin 

2011 Who’s Afraid , Musée des Arts Derniers, Paris 

2010 Neumünster Abby, Luxemburg 

2010 Artium Gallery, Luxemburg 

2010 Bekris Gallery, San Francisco, United States 

2010 Musée des Arts Derniers, Paris, France 

2009 Geneva Book Fair, Switzerland 

2007 Other(s), l’Art et la Paix Gallery, France 

2006 Musée des Arts Derniers, Paris, France 

2006 Arcima Gallery, Paris, France 

2006 Troubled identity, mixed identity, Plein Sud Festival, Cozes, France 

2005 Arrêt sur Image Gallery, Bordeaux, France 

2004 I’m writing to you from the Garden of memory - installation, Dak’Art off, St 

Louis, Senegal 

2004 Les Naufragés du Temps Gallery, St Malo, France 

2002 Fragments of tomorrow’s History, L’Artchipel, Basse-Terre, Guadeloupe 

2001 Centre Rémy Nainsouta, Guadeloupe, French Caribbean. 

2000 I’m writing to you from the Garden of memory - Installation, Gallery Porte 2a, 

Bordeaux, France 

2000 Château de St-Ouen, Saint-Ouen, France 

1999 French Cultural Centre, Kigali, Rwanda 

1999 Fragments of History, Grenoble International, Grenoble, France 

1997 Rayon Vert Gallery, Nantes, France 

1997 South African Embassy, Paris, France 
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1997 Museum of Romans, Romans, France 

1996 Marina Gallery, Avignon, France  

  

Group exhibitions (selection) 

 

2018 Art Paris 2018, Grand Palais, Paris 

2018 Fusions, avec Migrations Culturelles 2a (MC2a), Bordeaux, France 

2017 Galerie Vallois, (avec l'artiste Aston) Paris,  

2017 Fantômes de la Mer, Gorée Island, in the festival « Regards sur Cours » 

2016 AKAA Art Fair, Paris 

2016 Tribute to Dak’Art, Martigny, Switzerland  

2016  Sea Ghosts, Subabiennale, Dak’Art Off, Senegal,  

2016 Targets, ArtCo Gallery, Aachen, Germany 

2016 Cape Town Art Fair, Le Cap Johannesburg 

2015 Africa/Africains, Museu Afrrobresil, Sao Paolo, Brazil 

2015 Global Topics, ArtCo Gallery, Aachen, Germany  

2014 FNB Art Fair, Johannesburg 

2013  Etonnants Voyageurs Festival, Saint-Malo, France 

2012 Iwalewa Haus – Bayreuth, Germany 

2012 Boxe Boxe, Fondation Blachère – Apt, France 

2010 Couleur Café Festival, Bruxelles, Belgium 

2009 Africajarc Festival, Carjac, France 

2008 Musée des Arts Derniers, Paris, France 

2008 Contemporary Art Fair, Espace Pierre Bergé, Bruxelles, Belgium 

2007 East African Biennale, Dar es Salam, Tanzania 

2004-5 La Galerie.be, Bruxelles, Belgium 

2004-5 Musée des Arts Derniers, Paris, France 

2004 Ephémère Gallery, Montigny-le-Tilleul, Belgium 

2003 L’Essor Gallery, Le Sentier, Switzerland 

2002 Dak’art Biennale, Dakar Senegal 

2001 Belfort Art and History Museum - with Edith Convert, Belfort, France  

2001 The Artist and the Real, Maison de la Culture de la Nièvre, Nevers, France 

1998 Kulturfabrik, Luxembourg 

1995 Africanités, Saintonge Gallery, Paris, France 

1995 art’CRA, Accra, Ghana 

1994 De l’Afrique à l’Afrique, Gallery Yahia, Tunis, Tunisia 

 

Public collections 

 

Tilder Foundation, France 

Zinsou Foundation, Cotonou, Benin 

Contemporary Art Museum, Ouidah, Benin 
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Blachère Foundation, France 

Artocarpe, Guadeloupe contemporary art museum, France 

Cities of Paris, Bordeaux, Bègles, Arceuil, Vénissieux, France 

Museum for Palestine, UNESCO, Paris 

 

 

Selection of Press & Media 

 

Interviews in English (selection): 

 

Thinking Africa : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J8c3pAmFiSc 

 

Interviews in French (selection): 

 

On the Sea Ghosts project (Fantômes de la Mer) : 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g7Ewv3g4k9o 

 

Cinemondes Festival : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NifAD4sq_ws 

 

L’Humanité newspaper on Mandela: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-xoA3q_Q54 

 

RFI (French international service): http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xe3rn4_apres-coupe-de-

bruce-clarke_webcam 

 

Short film : Words aren’t enough : http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xu2vpg_words-aren-t-

enough_creation 

 

Selection of videos on Upright Men project (English and French): 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CRYp8Sp4k18 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGbRoLc2giVf-m6bVuH-Oug 

 

 

Press : 

 

Le Monde : 

https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2015/11/24/apres-les-attentats-nous-artistes-

imaginons_4815939_3212.html?xtmc=bruce_clarke&xtcr=6 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J8c3pAmFiSc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g7Ewv3g4k9o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NifAD4sq_ws
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-xoA3q_Q54
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xe3rn4_apres-coupe-de-bruce-clarke_webcam
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xe3rn4_apres-coupe-de-bruce-clarke_webcam
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xu2vpg_words-aren-t-enough_creation
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xu2vpg_words-aren-t-enough_creation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CRYp8Sp4k18
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGbRoLc2giVf-m6bVuH-Oug
https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2015/11/24/apres-les-attentats-nous-artistes-imaginons_4815939_3212.html?xtmc=bruce_clarke&xtcr=6
https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2015/11/24/apres-les-attentats-nous-artistes-imaginons_4815939_3212.html?xtmc=bruce_clarke&xtcr=6
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https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2015/08/17/l-art-militant-et-solidaire-de-bruce-

clarke_4728131_3212.html?xtmc=bruce_clarke&xtcr=7 

 

La Croix : 

Bruce Clarke fait revivre les Fantômes de la Mer : 

https://www.la-croix.com/Culture/Expositions/Bruce-Clarke-fait-revivre-Fantomes-mer-2017-

08-09-1200868604 

Quand l'art fait Histoire :  

https://www.la-croix.com/Culture/Hommes-debout-nom-Rwanda-2017-08-09-1200868621 

 

Jeune Afrique : 

http://www.jeuneafrique.com/189938/culture/afrique-du-sud-bruce-clarke-l-artiste-engag/ 

http://www.jeuneafrique.com/depeches/64948/politique/afrique-du-sud-retrospective-a-

paris-pour-le-peintre-engage-bruce-clarke/ 

 

L'Humanité : 

https://www.humanite.fr/bruce-clarke-sauve-de-loubli-les-migrants-noyes-628652 

 

 

 

https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2015/08/17/l-art-militant-et-solidaire-de-bruce-clarke_4728131_3212.html?xtmc=bruce_clarke&xtcr=7
https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2015/08/17/l-art-militant-et-solidaire-de-bruce-clarke_4728131_3212.html?xtmc=bruce_clarke&xtcr=7
https://www.la-croix.com/Culture/Expositions/Bruce-Clarke-fait-revivre-Fantomes-mer-2017-08-09-1200868604
https://www.la-croix.com/Culture/Expositions/Bruce-Clarke-fait-revivre-Fantomes-mer-2017-08-09-1200868604
https://www.la-croix.com/Culture/Hommes-debout-nom-Rwanda-2017-08-09-1200868621
http://www.jeuneafrique.com/189938/culture/afrique-du-sud-bruce-clarke-l-artiste-engag/
http://www.jeuneafrique.com/depeches/64948/politique/afrique-du-sud-retrospective-a-paris-pour-le-peintre-engage-bruce-clarke/
http://www.jeuneafrique.com/depeches/64948/politique/afrique-du-sud-retrospective-a-paris-pour-le-peintre-engage-bruce-clarke/
https://www.humanite.fr/bruce-clarke-sauve-de-loubli-les-migrants-noyes-628652
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